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Colour the verbs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose and colour. 

1. Every evening                     play                     in the field. 

 

2. My sister cooks                    in the                   . 

 

 

3. Nadia loves baking  

 

4. Amna is going for a vacation to                     . 

 

 

5. During the holidays , I visit my                          at  

 

 

 

 

 

run jump table table Amna 

feed wash Rembau 
sleep eat 

hospita

l 
jog swim 

cat book 

safwan 

Safwan 

Football 

football 

noodle 

Noodle 

kitchen 

Kitchen 

Cakes. 

cakes. 

Penang 

penang 

grandparents 

Grandparents 

Perlis. 

perlis. 
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Color the space red if it names a person. 

Color the space blue if a names a thing. 

Color the space yellow if it names a place.  

 

How many gems have you discovered hiding in this 

picture?________ . 
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Replace the pictures with words. 

 Every morning , Dania get up from  (1.)_____ 

.She brushes her  (2)__________ and washes her  

(3)______ 

She wears her (4)__________ and  shoes. She eats some  

(5)__________ and drink some  (6)___________. At 

(7)___________ she walks to school. She goes back from 

school at 

(8) _____________. In the evening she  goes the park and 

play  (9)__________ with her friends. 

 

 

 

toys          7 o’clock               1 o’clock            bread           milk                     

bed    face         teeth 
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Look at the pictures. Then complete the sentences using ‘He’ , ‘She’, 

‘They’ and ‘It’. 

 

1. Where is Ali ? 

_________ is hiding behind a tree. 

 

2. Where is Sara ? 

__________ is playing on a swing. 

 

3. Where are Farid and Chun Sen? 

_______ are playing marbles. 

 

4. Where is Mr Ram? 

_____ is reading the newspaper. 

 

5. Where is Comel? 

__________ is playing with a ball. 
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Underline the correct answers. 

 

1. Shahrul buys three ( book / books) at the bookstore. 

2. Nadia receive a (doll /dolls) as her birthday gift. 

3. There are five (monkey/monkeys) on the tree. 

4. There are many (cow / cows) at the field. 

5. My mother bought two (durian / durians) at the market. 

6. My father bought me a (shirt/ shirts). 

 

Change this words into singular or plural and put them into correct 

boxes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

-s (singular) 

1.___________ 

2.___________ 

3.___________ 

4.___________ 

5.___________ 

 

-es (plural) 

1.___________ 

2.___________ 

3.___________ 

4.___________ 

5.___________ 

1.carrot           2. Tree           3.sandwich 

4. chilli           5. Apple            6.mango 

7. peach             8.book              9.pencil 

10. tomato 
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Read the passage. Then, complete the sentences below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Whales live ____________________________________ 

 

2. They are ______________________________________ 

 

3. They do not ____________________________________ 

 

4. They are ______________________________________ 

 

5. They communicate _______________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Whales live in the sea. They are not fish. They are 

mammals. They do not lay eggs. They give birth to their young. 

They are the biggest creatures in the sea. They travels alone 

or in schools. They feed on fish. Some species, such as the 

humpback whale, communicate using melodic sounds. 
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Read the passage. Then answer the following questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Whose birthday is tomorrow?       4. How many eggs does                        

A. Mother’s                                   Tajuddin break? 

B. Tajuddin’s                                A. one egg 

C. Father’s                                   B. Three eggs 

 

2. How many eggs does mother         5. How many candles and 

have in refrigerator?                        balloons does Tajuddin 

A. One egg.                                        need to buy? 

B. Three eggs.                               A. 8 candles and 9 balloons 

C. Two eggs.                                  B. 9 candles and 20 balloons 

                                                  C 15 candles and 10 balloons 

3. How many eggs does mother 

Wants Tajuddin to buy? 

A. 8 eggs 

B. 9 eggs 

C. 12 eggs 

 

 It’s Tajuddin’s birthday tomorrow. Mother wants to bake a 

cake but she has only two eggs in the refrigerator. She sends 

Tajuddin out to the shop nearby to buy eight eggs. Unfortunately, 

on the way home, Tajuddin slips and falls and break three eggs. 

Mother is too busy to be mad at Tajuddin. Mother realizes that 

she needs candles and balloons as well. She sends Tajuddin out 

again to buy nine candles and twenty balloons. 
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What these people are doing? Underline. 

                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Puan Neela is (cooking/ watching). 

 

 

He is (climbing/jogging) the 

tree. 

 

Brother is (dancing/washing) 

the dishes. 

 

They are (skipping/ singing) 

together. 

 

She is (feeding/ eating) the 

duck. 

 

The girl is (jumping/ 

driving). 

 

He is ( running / catching) 

the ball. 
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Circle the verbs. 
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Read the text and choose the best phrase for each of the pictures 

given. 

 

      Today is Sunday, Amna wakes up early and  (1)____________  

 . She  (2)_____  . Then wipes the tables 

with a washcloth. After that she  (3)______  . 

Then , she makes her bed.Finally she (4) ___________ . 

 

1. A. washes up                            4. A. watching television. 

B. tidies her room                        B. feeding her pet. 

C. paints her room.                       C . take a bath. 

 

 

2. A. sweep the floor 

B. take a bath. 

C. arrange the books. 

 

3. A. mops the floor. 

B. wrap the books. 

C. Clean the table. 
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